
FINAL SALUTION STORY BY MAHESH DATTANI

Final Solutions Summary by Mahesh Dattani . Telling the story, Bobby adds that Ramanik's community is partially
responsible for makes him so because prior.

She is an old woman, a mother and grandmother Hardika who has prejudices of her own related to communal
turmoil andMuslim community. Mob arrives at the door of Ramanik. Some gender based differences can also
be pointed out. She is an intelligent woman who observes everything minutely therefore she can see Raina's
pretentions, Sergius' hypocrite behaviour and Nicola's limitations. Get real-time alerts and all the news on your
phone with the all-new India Today app. It has gotten so much worse today. He used words like poojaghar,
mohallah, poojari, poojapaath, rath, hookah, paan, sethani, topi, gaddar, karma, daadi and so on. One finds a
transition in her character as well from Daksha to Hardia. All these years. But at the very core, he is dealing
with the dark, unspeakable truths which lie embedded in the subconscious of his tortured characters or hidden
in the past but ever impinging on the present. When Bobby and Javed took refuge in the house, Ramnik told
his wife to be hospitable and bring water. They warn Ramanik to either handover Javed and Bobby to them or
they will break the door and come in. What inspired me to write Final Solutions was the rise of the right-wing
ideology in volatile Ahmedabad of the pres. I drew immense courage from him and his ability to take a stand
despite all odds. This suggests how most of us have to live a life of unfulfilled desires. She tells him that he is
the first man who had taken her quite seriously. It has been brilliantly used by Shaw in order to create desired
effect. Hardika keeps recalling her past suffering and tortures she had undergone. Muslims against Hindus and
Hindu against Muslims. The event led to the imposition of curfew in their town. Shaw respects all labour and
considers them valuable service to society. She represents strong modern woman who climbs social ladder
with help of her strong will, strategy, intuition and implementation. This prejudice was cleared by Ramnik
towards the end of the play by exposing the reality of incident. Shaw's elaborate description of room, chairs,
tables, wallpapers, tapestry, carpets and fur cloak indicates that upper class strive to maintain outward
appearances through luxurious decorations and clothing. Ramnik knows it very well that his father and his
grandfather had burnt the shops of their Muslim friends. So Daksha becomes a symbol of our historical vision,
our sense of history, how prejudice is formed how we deal with the situation today. After forty years. Bobby
reveals the incident which drastically changed Javed and his life. Forty years ago she had a Muslim friend
Zarine, whom Hardika as Daksha admired for her beauty and interest in music. The commissioner of police in
Bangalore had advised me to hold on for a while. Dattani is an authentic contemporary voice whose plays are
rooted in contemporary urban experience and yet have a significance which can travel beyond India's borders.
There seems to be no change even after so much education and development. Stop her studies! Hardika and
Aruna, Ramnik's mother and wife issceptic about www. Mahesh Dattani. Hari chides Daksha and she says
"that is when for the first time Hari became angry with me. Yes, there were scenes that were sensitive, and
they could be taken out of context. The conversation between Ramnik and Javed highlights the love-hate
relationship between the individual as well as the communities. This all resulted in communal riots and
culminated in disruption of the normal social life, and thus hampered the progress of the nation. You need to
distance from that to write. To some extent Smita was also not in agreement and she reveals the secret that
Javed was involved in violent and illegal activities. His last play, Final Solutions, which imaginatively
examines what really lies at the core of communal fear and hatred of the Hindus for the Muslims, and the other
way round, is perhaps the most on target. The diary begins with the shattered dreams of a young girl who
wanted to be a singer like Noor Jahan, but who has been married and confined to four walls of her in-laws
house.


